Introduction
The problem of extending a continuous map is one of the most important problems in algebraic topology. Many topologists have contributed for the solution of this problem. One of the most powerful methods in the extension problem is the obstruction theory defined first by S. Eilenberg [1] and developed by many others. N. E. Steenrod worked on the primary obstruction and showed that there is a strong connection between obstruction theory and cohomology
operations [7X
The main objective of this paper is to establish a certain relation between higher obstructions and the higher order cohomology operations induced by the Postnikov invariants in the sense of F. P. Peterson [4] . But this is done only for the stable range.
Obstruction set
By a pair {K, L) we shall mean a connected CW-complex K together with a subcomplex L C K. Let K q be a ^-skeleton of K and K q = K qu L. Let f\K 9% -* X (#Ξ>1) be a map from K q to a topological space X, which is w-simple for all n>\. Then we define the obstruction cocycle c q+1 (f) eZ 9 +\K 9 L; π Q (X)) in a usual fashion, where Z q+1 (Ky L; κ g (X) ) is the (#-f 1)-dimensional group of cocycles of K modulo L with coefficients in π Q (X) and π Q {X) is the ^-dimensional homotopy group of the space X. (1.6) ^(/o, /i) = 0 if and only if / 0 -/ x relative to if*""
where g* is an induced cochain map of g. 
Postnikov system
Let Z' be a simply connected CW-complex, then there exists a sequence of fiber spaces β n +i : Xn+i -* Xn in>2) such that (2.1) X 1 and X are of the same homotopy type, where X is the inverse limit
homotopy groups of the fiber vanish except for the (w + l)-st homotopy group which is isomorphic to π n +i(X'))
, and (2.4) pnvi is an homeomorphism on the w-skeleton of X ϊ+ i, and its inverse over the ^-skeleton of X n is extendable over the (w-f 1)-skeleton of X n as a cross-section. Moore [2] .)
Let / : K q -* X' be any map and h : X' -* X be an homotopy equivalence given in (2.1), then it is easy to see that the obstruction for extending / is equivalent to that for h°f Therefore, we can assume that X 1 = X for the rest of the paper.
ProoΛ This is an easy consequence of the fact that k Q+2 (X) is also the primary obstruction for the fiber space p\ } : X > λ^, and it is equal to the obstruction for extending the cross-section as a continuous map for this fiber space. 
Higher order cohomology operations
We shall give a brief resume of higher order cohomology operations in the sense of Peterson (for details and proofs see Peterson [4] ).
Let {(Xq+i, Xq, pq+ι)} be a Postnikov system, and suppose X n = K(π n , n).
Consider the following diagram.
where p q : X q -•* Z β -i is the fiber map of the Postnikov system, i q : ^(TΓ^, q)-*X q is the inclusion map of the fiber into the total space of the fibering X Q -* X q -u
is the map corresponding to the postnikov invariant of X, and π q = π q { X).
Assume that each k q+2 (X) is a suspension for the rest of this section.
Applying the functor X -> π(K, X) to the diagram 1, we have the diagram 2, by using Lemma 2.5.
In the above diagram we have the following properties.
(3.1) Each object in the diagram 2 is a group and each map is a homomorphism.
(3.
2) The sequence Proof. By Lemma 3.4 we set p q ° G = F, then we immediately have
The converse is also straight forward.
Main theorems
Let X be (n -1)-connected (wg2 
(Cf. J. H. C. Whitehead Γ8J.) Therefore, the corollary is proved.
For the next theorem we need the following diagarm.
X"
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Diagram 3.
Xn
The above diagram is constructed as follows. which is obtained from X by killing the n-th homotopy group π n {X).
We obtain inductively X which is obtained from
by killing the {n + t-l)-th homotopy group of X {t \ (X) ) is the zero group. Therefore, (ί^) is proved for any q.
We shall prove (I^s) and (II^.s) in two steps. Step (B) 
,ΛX)) by
This follows immediately from the definition.
Step (B) follows from (I^.s), (HQ,S), and Lemma 5.1.
Step (A)
By our assumption / 0 , /j are extendable over
By (Π r , f ) iq'< q) we have GT(/O> Λ> e Kernel
L^lΓ^^ίX)]. Next, we shall prove the equality.
We can assume that f(K n~ι ) is a single point without loss of generality.
Let Ko be obtained from K by shrinking K n~ι to a single point v 0 . Let /z : K -> ϋCo be the shrinking map.
Since τr/(X α ) = 0 for i > q, and / 0 is extendable over 
(5.5) follows from (5.1).
By the same argument used in the beginning of this section p q° f\ K* is extendable over K. Let F' be an extension of p' Q °/i. Then 
